ANNOUNCEMENT
SHARK TRAP GAMING & SECURITY SYSTEMS
- Making Progress and Picking Up Speed Shark Trap is on the verge of several major breakthroughs that will be announced in 2019. With
shufflers just weeks away from submitting to GLI for certification and patents filed for our
revolutionary Baccarat and Punto Banco Security System—eliminates the need for preshuffled
cards!—Shark Trap has finally forged ahead after an unfortunate delay due to a change in
engineering firms.
Today, Shark Trap takes another giant step forward. We are proud to announce that we have
entered into an agreement with Aces Up Gaming for the exclusive right to distribute Shark
Trap’s complete line of super shufflers in the United States.
After several meetings with the principles of Aces Up Gaming, headed by their president, Charlie
Drennan, we found them to be the perfect match for our shufflers and most importantly, our
vision.
Aces Up Gaming brings several notable attributes and assets to the table. In addition to the
obvious—licenses in virtually all US jurisdictions—they have a fierce, competitive mindset and
desire to offer only the very best gaming products to the industry, an innate understanding of the
industry, and an impressive suite of new games and progressive system that will compliment our
shufflers.
Aces Up Gaming’s product development manager, Todd Taylor, had this to say about the
partnership:
“I believe this is the most revolutionary gaming product in the last twenty years. To say
it is a game-changer would be an understatement. It has the ability and capacity to be on
every gaming floor in the world.”
A partnership with Aces Up Gaming is a pivotal step for Shark Trap and we are excited about
joining forces and capitalizing on the synergy between our companies.
We expect the next important announcement to be GLI approval, which we anticipate to be a
straightforward process, given that we’re employing the most sophisticated RNG technology ever
implemented into casino shuffling machines.
Until next time, please be patience . . . Shark Trap is almost to the finish line.
Lou DeGregorio
President

